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Overview of Presentation
• Challenges facing clinical trials enterprise in
US
• Unique features of pragmatic clinical trials
• Differences between pragmatic trials and
traditional explanatory trials
• Example of recently proposed pragmatic trial
incorporating several innovative approaches
to improve trial efficiency and decrease costs
• Future directions for pragmatic trials

Two Assumptions
1. The increasing cost of conducting clinical
poses major challenges to NIH’s mission in
clinical research and the viability of the
clinical research enterprise in the US.

2. Traditional approaches to clinical trials are
not providing the evidence base to inform
the diagnostic and treatment decisions that
clinicians must make in routine practice
situations.

High Cost of Clinical Trials
 Costs of conducting trials is now 60% of total drug
development costs, compared to 30% in 1980s,
while cost of pediatric trials increased 8-fold from
2000 to 2006 (Pfizer)
 High costs makes US less competitive worldwide 
Costs of conducting clinical trials 40-60% lower
in India, China, Russia, & Brazil than in US
 E.g., recently funded NHLBI ISCHEMIA Trial
- Randomize 8000 patients with moderate angina
on stress testing to cath & possible revasc or
medical management with 4 year follow-up
- Total cost $84 million  $10,500 per subject

High Cost of Clinical Trials
High cost of conducting trials is multi-factorial

1) Increases in regional and national regulations
and redundant regulatory review processes
2) Risk-averse interpretations of regulations

3) Increasing time and financial pressures on
clinical investigators and decreased ability to
cross-subsidize trials with clinical revenue
4) Inefficiencies in conducting clinical trials

High Cost of Clinical Trials
A major driver of clinical trial inefficiency is
delays in patient recruitment.

 One source estimated that 80% of trials are
delayed at least one month because of unfulfilled
enrollment.
 The FDA estimated that only 6% of trials are
completed on time, while 72% run over schedule
by more than one month.
 For each day a drug is delayed from market,
sponsors lose up to $8 million

High Cost of Clinical Trials
Another driver of inefficiency is low enrollment
and low retention.

 Overall, clinical trials enrollment rates dropped
from 75% in 2000 to 59% in 2006, while retention
rates fell from 69% to 48% during same period.
 Less than 1/3 of people who are screened end up
completing a clinical trial.
 Clinical research is also being concentrated in a
fewer number of sites. Out of all of the clinical
research sites in the US, 30% contain 70% of all
clinical trials subjects.

High Cost of Clinical Trials
Clinical trials also suffer from low physician
participation

 Less than 4% of US physicians participate in
clinical trials.
 The number of active investigators in the US has
declined 3.5% annually since 2001, compared to
13.5% increase outside the US
 Declining interest may reflect the traditional
orientation of clinical trials

Traditional Orientation of Trials
 Most trials are conducted in artificial settings that
do not represent routine clinical practice.
 Most trials are explanatory (i.e., mechanistic)
- Orientation is around biological mechanisms for
how and why a treatment works
- Often measure intermediate outcomes that are
less relevant to patients (e.g., changes in blood
markers or imaging results rather than changes
in health or symptoms)
- Often undertaken by ‘expert’ clinicians in
specialized settings who carefully select patients

Explanatory Trials
 Often enroll homogeneous patients with tight
characteristics (e.g., limited number of comorbid
conditions) in effort to reduce response variation
 Often use the ‘wrong’ comparator --> placebo
 Often ignore existing treatments and don’t
examine if new treatment is better than existing
treatments – key question for clinical practice
 Above aspects of explanatory trials limit their
generalizability to routine clinical practice
 In response, increasing interest in pragmatic
clinical trials

Pragmatic Clinical Trials
 Term coined by Schwarz and Llellouch in 1967
(Journal of Chronic Disease 1967; 20: 637-648)

 Design mimics routine practice, with exception that
patients are randomly allocated to treatment
 Because placebos are not used, effectiveness of
different treatments are estimated
 Because conditions mimic routine practice, results
more applicable to the ‘average’ patient
 Unfortunately, pragmatic trials often felt to be
unscientific because of loss of control of variables

Differences Between Pragmatic and
Explanatory Trials
Pragmatic trials ….
 Determine effectiveness, as opposed to efficacy
 May require longer term follow-up to track outcomes
that reflect the “real life” concerns of patients
 Often examine multiple outcomes
 May be better suited to studying chronic conditions
that require treatment over many years
 Heterogeneous group of patients --> high external
validity but often lower internal validity
 Often require larger sample sizes because of patient
heterogeneity

Other Differences Between Pragmatic
and Explanatory Trials (cont.)
 Practitioner administering treatment skilled in
routine clinical practice
 Patients and practitioners typically not blinded to
treatment assignment  However, allocation to
groups should be random & assessor of outcomes
should be blinded to group allocation
 Treatment approach incorporates some flexibility
to adapt treatment to individuals needs
 Analysis typically based on “intention-to-treat”
approach recognizing that treatment cross-over
may be more common than in explanatory trials

Pros and Cons of Pragmatic Trials
 Con: May not be generalizable because of wide
inclusion criteria and orientation towards finding if
a treatment works for ‘average’ patient --> most
patients are not average and the results don’t tell
us which patients in those recruited does the
treatment work. In an explanatory trial we can.
 Counter Pro Argument: Few treatments have
opposite effects in different subgroups. While the
degree of effectiveness may vary, treatments
effective in one subgroup are usually effective in
other subgroups.

Example of Recently Proposed
Efficient Pragmatic Clinical Trial
Goals of Trial
 Examine the impact of nighttime dosing of
anti-hypertensive medications among
patients with HTN and other comorbid
conditions that increase CV risk
 Implement innovative methods for decreasing
the costs of patient enrollment and data
collection

Example of Recently Proposed
Efficient Pragmatic Clinical Trial
Background
 Two recent trials in patients with HTN and DM and
HTN and CKD found 3-fold lower risk of CV events
in patients randomized to take 1 or more antihypertensives at night (adjusted HRs 0.33 & 0.31)
 Patients taking nighttime meds had similar daytime
BPs but lower sleep syst BP (115 vs. 122 mm Hg)
 Each 5 mm Hg decrease in sleep time systolic BP
associated with a 12% lower risk of CV events

Efficient Pragmatic Clinical Trial:
Patients
 1100 patients with HTN and 1 or more other
comorbid conditions that increase CV risk
 2 or more visits in prior 12 months to General
Medicine, Family Medicine, Cardiology, or
Nephrology clinics
 2 sites: University of Iowa and Duke
 Patients followed for 36-42 months

Efficient Pragmatic Clinical Trial:
Endpoints
 CV events (CV death, AMI, CVA, admissions for
CHF, coronary, cerebral, or peripheral
revascularization)
 Blood pressure
 Self-reported medication adherence
 Symptoms, health-related quality of life, adverse
drug events
 Resource utilization (admissions for CV
disease, ER visits, ambulatory visits)

Strategies for Increasing Efficiency
and Lowering Trial Costs
Increase efficiency of patient recruitment
 Identify eligible patients via EMR at both sites
from demographics, diagnoses, & lab values
from EMR
 Send eligible patients letter informing them of
study and referring them to website (preferred) or
to toll-free 1-800 telephone number
 Use interactive web-based platform for obtaining
informed consent

Strategies for Increasing Efficiency
and Lowering Trial Costs
Increase efficiency of data collection
 Use EMR to determine baseline diagnoses, CV
risk factors, and medications
 Use EMR to determine CV events, BP, and health
care resource utilization
 Use web-based personal health record (PHR) to
determine CV events outside UI & Duke systems
 Use PHR to determine other endpoints (selfreported medication adherence, symptoms,
HRQL, ADEs, resource utilization

Preliminary Studies:
Identify Patients Using EMR
 NIH funded randomized trial of intervention to
increase visual processing speed in older adults.
 EMR-based algorithm used to identify patients in
General Med and Family Med clinics who: 1) were
> 50 years; 2) had > 2 clinic visits in past 12
months; and 3) didn’t have diagnosis of dementia
 Of 5743 eligible patients identified and sent single
mailing, 996 expressed interest in participating
 Of these, 681 enrolled over a 6-month period.

Preliminary Studies:
Identify Patients Using EMR (cont.)
 Industry trial of new inhalational therapy for asthma
 EMR-based algorithm used to identify outpatients
>18 years with diagnosis of asthma or wheezing
and without diagnoses of lung cancer, TB, COPD,
bronchiectasis, emphysema, or pregnancy
 Eligible patients sent information letter about study
 139 expressed interest in participating, allowing
investigators to easily reach recruitment goal of 24
patients (had only enrolled 3 subjects using
traditional clinic outreach efforts)

Preliminary Studies:
Interactive Web-Based Platform for
Obtaining Informed Consent
 Randomized trial of 95 potential study subjects of a
mock study of station treatment with 3 arms:
- Control – Coordinator provided subject with
paper copy of IC document and summarized
each sentence of the document
- Web-based – IC document presented on
webpage with graphics and narration
- Web-based Interactive – as above plus
questions to subject & feedback on responses

Interactive Web-Based Platform for
Obtaining Informed Consent:
Results of Pilot Study
Mean Scores

Control

WB

WBI

Knowledge Scores (0-18)

14.9

15.2

15.9 *

Length of IC Process (1-5;
1 = too short, 5= too long

4.1

3.7

3.5 *

Difficulty of IC Process (1-5;
1= too easy, 5=too difficult)

3.1

2.8

2.3 *

* P <.05 vs. Control

Web-Based Platform for Obtaining
Informed Consent: Screen Shot

Web-Based Platform for Obtaining
Informed Consent: Screen Shot

Preliminary Studies:
Use of Web-Based PHRs to Obtain
Clinical Data and Study Endpoints
 Study will adapt the “IowaPHR,” which is a secure
portal developed through AHRQ funding (5R18
HS017034-03) for use with older adults
 Each patient has PW protected webpage that can
be customized based on individual preferences for
information and communication
 Tested in 6-month RCT assessing impact of
IowaPHR on Rx adherence and health behaviors
 Patients sent automated prompts via email or
phone to go to PHR and enter study data

Preliminary Studies:
Data Obtained from IowaPHR in 516
Older Adults in AHRQ Trial
58% Mean SF-12 Mental
Health score
56% Mean SF-12 Physical
Health score

55.7

4.7

Self-reported
osteoporosis

53% Mean # prescription
drugs
20% Mean # over-thecounter drugs

Self-reported
diabetes

15% Mean # self-reported
chronic conditions

3.8

Self-reported
hypertension
Self-reported
arthritis
Self-reported
high cholesterol

46.1

4.1

Iowa PHR Screen Shot:
Home Page

Iowa PHR Web Screen Shot:
Medication Entry Interface

Iowa PHR Screen Shot:
Patient Messaging Interface

Iowa PHR Screen Shot:
Clinician Messaging Interface

Take Home Points
1. Design of innovative strategies for improving
efficiency of patient recruitment, enrollment &
data collection are needed to lower costs of
clinical trials.
2. Strategies should capitalize on implementation
of EMRs and new mobile technologies.
3. Such strategies will be of interest to NIH ICs,
which are looking to better leverage funds.

Take Home Points (cont.)
4. Developing evidence base to inform clinical
decision making will require greater focus on
pragmatic trials in real-world practice settings.
5. Such trials can be a central feature of creating
true learning health systems in which ….
“science, informatics, incentives, and culture

are aligned for continuous improvement and
innovation, with best practices seamlessly
embedded in the delivery process and new
knowledge captured as an integral by-product
of the delivery experience.” (Institute of
Medicine)

